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INVITED COMMENTARY
Gerald Treiman, MD, Salt Lake City, Utah
The authors report the largest single-center experience with spontaneous isolated abdominal aortic dissection. Although abdominal aortic dissection is not common, the potential for life-and limb-threatening complications, including paraplegia, visceral or leg ischemia, and aortic rupture, has prompted recommendations for aggressive follow-up and intervention.
There have been several recent single-center reports on isolated abdominal dissection in addition to the International Registry of Acute Aortic Dissection, but most have focused on the role and advantages of endovascular therapy in treating the condition. Few have sufficient longterm follow-up and numbers of patients to provide recommendations regarding the more fundamental issued whether intervention should be undertaken at all. Although retrospective and from a single center, the current report provides some of the best available data in defining the natural history and risk factors for complications.
This study defines the expected growth rate of aortic diameter and, more importantly, finds that except for selected groups, prophylactic intervention is not warranted unless the aorta reaches 6 cm in size, similar to currently accepted indications for intervention with an unruptured abdominal aortic aneurysm. The conclusion that women should undergo intervention at a smaller diameter and that individuals with a connective tissue disease should be more closely monitored seems reasonable. More importantly, only those individuals with the development of a branch vessel involvement leading to organ system ischemia or aortic rupture, or women with symptomatic suprarenal disease warrant intervention. I support this approach, agree with the authors' conclusions, and suspect its widespread acceptance will reduce the number of unnecessary aortic procedures, endovascular or open.
It is important to note that two patients, both with Ehlers-Danlos syndrome, had aortic rupture at initial presentation with an aortic diameter of <3 cm. However, no ruptures occurred during follow-up of the 210 patients. This supports the recommendation for annual imaging follow-up, and if undertaken with duplex scan, will further reducing unnecessary testing and cost. The relatively benign natural history should serve to reassure patients and physicians alike of the relatively low incidence of complications from spontaneous isolated dissection of the abdominal aorta and the ability of complications to be identified and treated with low morbidity and mortality. Further refinement on the indications for intervention in individuals with connective tissue disease, women, and patients with suprarenal involvement is still needed.
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